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The second phase of a pilot study dealing with the mechanical response of frozen biological tissues to
external compressive load is presented. This stage deals with histological observations of the damage
accompanying mechanically induced permanent deformation in frozen rabbit liver. No significant gross
histological damage was observed in the liver samples due to either processing the tissue in the frozen
state, due to slow cooling of the liver tissues down to 0207C, or due to rapid cooling of the samples down
to 01967C. No histological changes were observed in tissue samples that were loaded within the elastic
regime, that is, below the yield strength of the material. Therefore, it is concluded that histological changes
due to mechanical stresses are associated with plastic (permanent) deformations. Histological observations
indicate that linear cracks which appear to have no preferred orientation develop due to mechanical stress
beyond the yield strength of the frozen tissue. These cracks accumulate until final failure of the frozen
tissue, when the tissue sample collapses to rubble. Based on histological observations and concepts from
solid mechanics, an interaction between crack formation and irregularities in the frozen medium is suggested.
Significant sources for such irregularities, in an homogeneous tissue such as the liver, are blood vessels
and bile ducts. These irregularities may either initiate crack formation or, on the other hand, may also arrest
propagating cracks. q 1997 Academic Press

The mechanisms of cryodestruction may it also decreases when nucleation sources are
absent (9–12). The lower boundary of phasegenerally be separated into two groups, de-

pending on the degree of phase transition. The transition can easily reach 0457C in biologi-
cal systems (2). Mechanical interaction be-first group includes destruction mechanisms

within the phase transition temperature range tween ice crystals and cells also enhances the
destruction during the phase transition pro-and is related to the dynamics of the freezing/
cess, causing localized mechanical stresses onthawing processes. The temperature range of
cells (8).phase transition is dependent on the chemical

The second group of destruction mecha-content of the solutions of the cryotreated tis-
nisms is related to destruction occurring aftersue and on its cooling history (6, 13). When
phase transition has completed, i.e., in thecooling quasistatically, the phase transition
solid state, and therefore is related to mechani-range is typically between 0 and 0227C (as-
cal stress. For example, stresses can arise duesuming that body solutions behave like
to the dramatic volume changes that take placeNaCl–H2O). However, the lower boundary of
during the liquid–solid phase change processphase transition decreases as the cooling rate
(1). Stresses can also develop when tempera-increases due to the departure of the transport
ture gradients within the frozen tissue producephenomena from near equilibrium conditions;
nonuniform thermal contraction. These tem-
perature gradients are present when the tissue
is brought to the cryogenic temperature rangeReceived October 21, 1996; accepted February 12,

1997. during typical cryosurgical or cryopreserva-
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395DAMAGE ACCUMULATION IN FROZEN RABBIT LIVER

tive cooling protocols (3, 5, 7, 15). These me- the frozen tissue, i.e., due to temperature vari-
ations within the frozen tissue, can be simu-chanical stresses act as a destruction mecha-

nism by causing permanent deformations (be- lated by an external mechanical load which is
applied to the frozen tissue while it is main-yond the elastic limit) and/or cracking in the

frozen tissue. Typically, cracking occurs in- tained at a uniform temperature. The rationale
for this concept is well established in the studystantaneously when the stresses in some re-

gion reach some critical level. Damage may of deformable bodies: the deformations asso-
ciated with stress are not dependent on thealso develop due to static fatigue (17), in

which subcritical crack growth occurs very origin of the stress. The response of the frozen
tissue to an external load is a function of manyslowly at persistent stresses that are lower than

those required for instantaneous fracture. Such factors such as the percentage of blood and
other body fluids per unit volume of tissue,cracks may eventually grow to such a size that

instantaneous fracture can occur. Slow crack chemical content, properties of the extracellu-
lar matrix, fiber strength, and orientation.growth tends to decrease with decreasing tem-

perature and to increase with increasing stress. A unique response of frozen soft biological
tissues to compression is reported by Rabin etOne expects that static fatigue plays a signifi-

cant role only when tissues are stored at cryo- al. (16). The frozen tissue was found to have
an elastic behavior up to rather small strains,genic temperatures for long periods of time.

It has been suggested that elastic deforma- on the order of 0.005, and a sawtooth pattern
of stress thereafter, featuring a series of sud-tions resulting from mechanical stresses due

to constrained contraction of the frozen tissue den stress drops followed by a linear return
to a roughly constant upper level of stress. It(also termed thermal stresses) may cause me-

chanical damage to cell membranes (18). It was suggested that the stress drops may be
associated with the formation of cracks whichwas demonstrated theoretically that, for a

spherical cryoprobe and typical physical prop- steadily accumulate until final failure. The
highly heterogeneous nature of this materialerties of ice, the thermal stress can easily reach

the yield strength of the frozen tissue (15). It may allow such cracks to appear, but not to
propagate. Complete unloading leaves the ma-was therefore proposed that thermal stresses

which produce plastic (permanent) deforma- terial with a permanent plastic strain; contin-
ued cracking only resumes when the stress istion of the frozen tissue may severely increase

the mechanical damage to the cell’s mem- returned to the previous level at which crack-
ing occurred. The jagged nature of the curvesbrane and to the tissue structure. The analysis

accounted for plastic deformations by assum- notwithstanding, it appears that the mechani-
cal response of frozen tissues can usefully being an elastic perfectly-plastic model for the

mechanical response of the freezing tissue. idealized by an elastic perfectly plastic model.
The present paper, dealing with histologicalThe analysis in (15, 18) revealed that both

tensile and compressive stresses exist in any observations of frozen rabbit liver subject to
various levels of compressive stress, is thecryoprocedure. However, it is expected that

the compressive strength of brittle materials second phase of the study presented by Rabin
et al. (16).such as frozen biological tissues is higher than

the tensile strength (16).
MATERIALS AND METHODSTo gain some insight into the mechanical

properties of frozen soft biological tissues, the The experimental apparatus is based on a
standard mechanical testing system. The loadresponse of frozen rabbit liver, kidney, and

brain to externally applied compressive is applied by an hydraulic piston, with accu-
rate control of the rate of loading. The loadstresses was investigated (16). The main con-

cept underlying this study was that the stresses magnitude is measured by a load cell which
is an integral part of the standard load device.associated with the constrained contraction of
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396 RABIN ET AL.

upper end and bears on the tissue sample 1
on its lower end. Hence, if the steel compo-
nents are viewed as essentially rigid, then the
upper face of the tissue sample 1 is held sta-
tionary, while its lower face displaces upward
with the tube cap, tube, disk, and shell which
are rigidly driven by the ram 12. The displace-
ment of cover 4 relative to column 5 is mea-
sured by extensometer 7. One arm of the ex-
tensometer is connected to column 5 by fixture
6, while the other arm is connected to disk 4
by rod 8. A hole in fixture 6 acts a guide for
the upper end of rod 8. The experimental setup
is described in more detail in (16).

Temperatures were monitored at two points
by copper–constantan thermocouples, 9. One
thermocouple was located at the center of the
cap of cover 4, while the other was attached
to the tube, above the tissue’s upper surface.
The second thermocouple served as a liquid
nitrogen level indicator; it shows the liquid
nitrogen boiling temperature as long as the
sensor is below the coolant level.

Tissues to be used in the compression tests
were obtained from four New Zealand White
rabbits (2.5–4 kg) by excising the liver soon
after death. These organs were procured from
rabbits that had been sacrificed for other studies
in which the heart was excised under general
anesthesia of halothane (2.5 liters/min) admin-

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of the load chamber of
the experimental apparatus for compression tests of frozen
tissues at cryogenic temperatures (16).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a special loading
chamber has been designed and constructed
to accommodate the frozen tissue sample dur-
ing the tests. In order to maintain a constant
cryogenic temperature, the tissue sample was
immersed in liquid nitrogen while the experi-
ment was performed.

With reference to Fig. 1, the load carrying
components of the chamber are: shell 2, which
rests on ram 12; cover 4, which rests on the
shell, consisting of an annular disk to which FIG. 2. Schematic presentation of the longitudinal (L)
is welded a capped tube; and column 5, which and transverse (T) cross-sections that were taken for histo-

logical observations.presses against the stationary platen 11 on its
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397DAMAGE ACCUMULATION IN FROZEN RABBIT LIVER

FIG. 3. Typical stress-strain relationship obtained from a load test of a rabbit liver sample.

istered via a ventilator. These procedures were minutes, without any significant thawing of
the frozen liver. The shaped cylindrical sam-carried out in accordance with the guidelines

and standards of the United States Public ple was then immersed immediately in liquid
nitrogen and kept at 01967C until the com-Health Services for use and care of laboratory

animals and with the approval of the Institu- pression test was performed, a day or two
later. Cutting tools having an inner diametertional Animal Care and Use Committee of the

Allegheny-Singer Research Institute. of 8.7 and 11.8 mm were used. The ratio of
the height to the diameter of each sample wasCompression tests were performed on fro-

zen cylindrical tissue samples prepared as fol- kept in the range of 0.8 to 1.5.
Prior to experimentation, shell 2 (Fig. 1) waslows: The fresh organ, i.e., liver, was excised

from the body and placed on a flat plastic placed on the load device, and container 3 was
placed inside the shell and filled with liquidtissue culture dish. The dish was sealed and

placed immediately in a freezer, maintained nitrogen. The tube of cover 4 and column 5
were precooled for a few minutes. The tissueat 0207C, for a period of 72 h. The sealing

was required in order to avoid drying of the sample was transferred in the frozen state and
placed on the upper surface of the cap of thetissue surface. Special care was taken to avoid

blood losses from the liver. Using a cylindrical tube. The column was inserted into the tube so
that rod 8 slides into fixture 6. Cover 4 wascutting tool (16), cylindrical samples were cut

out from the frozen liver. Cutting and shaping placed on shell 2, while the tissue sample, to-
gether with a part of the column and a part ofthe tissue sample was accomplished in a few
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FIG. 4. A longitudinal cross-section of a control tissue sample which was frozen to 0207C, shaped as a
cylinder, and thawed with no loading. Damage caused to the outer surface of the frozen cylindrical sample
(S) due to the cutting in the frozen state is minimal. This damaged tissue layer was found to have an
average thickness of 0.1 to 0.2 mm. No cracks associated with mechanical stresses were observed in the
control sample. The ragged surface was produced by shearing of the frozen tissue, resulting in artifactual
changes consisting of stretching and fragmentation of cells, as well as minute chunks of tissue that have
been torn away. The artifacts are seen only on the cut surface; the base (B) ends do not show these changes.

the tube, were immersed in the liquid nitrogen. freezing-loading procedures as follows: (1)
fresh liver samples as a control; (2) samplesFinally, the extensometer arms were connected

by rubber bands to fixture 6 and rod 8. that were frozen to 0207C and shaped as a
frozen cylinder; (3) cylindrical samples thatThe experiment was started after all parts

reached thermal equilibrium. The thermal were further cooled to 01967C without load-
ing; (4) cylindrical samples that were loadedequilibrium was observed as the extensometer

signals decay; i.e., no relative movement was in the elastic regime, at 01967C; (5) cylindri-
cal samples that were loaded up to the plasticobserved between the cover and the beam.

Finally, the test was performed under dis- regime, after several stress drops had taken
place; and (6) samples that were loaded up toplacement control, with a velocity of 1.4 1

1003 mm/s, which yielded an average strain a complete failure; i.e., the cylindrical sample
collapsed to rubble. The tissue samples wererate of 1004 s01. The values of load as a func-

tion of the relative displacement at the exten- thawed at the room temperature by natural
convection of air. After complete thawing thesometer were plotted and the thermocouples

temperature were monitored. The precooling tissue samples were immersed in 10% buf-
fered formalin solution for 48 h.period took about 15 min for the first test and

from 2 to 3 min for each of two successive Histological preparations were made from
four samples at each of the six points de-tests. Each compression test took from 3 to

10 min. scribed above. With reference to Fig. 2, the
cylindrical tissue samples were first cut alongTissue samples were taken for histological

observation at six different points along the the center line of the cylinder to produce a
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FIG. 5. A longitudinal cross-section of a control tissue sample which was frozen to 0207C, shaped as a
cylinder, cooled down to 01967C, and thawed with no loading. No additional damage beyond that appearing
in Fig. 4 is observed on the outer surface of the cylindrical sample (S), which suggest that no thermal
stress beyond the yield strength has developed in the tissue during the cooling protocol.

longitudinal cross-section (L). One-half of the displacement is controlled, the stress drop rep-
resents a sudden drop in the material’s loadcylinder was then cut in a few locations, paral-

lel to the bases, to produce transverse cross- carrying capacity. The stress then increases to
a somewhat higher level at which point ansections (T). One block of the tissue from the

longitudinal plan and another block containing additional stress drop occurs. After some num-
ber of stress drops (each generally at an in-three different transverse levels were pro-

cessed by routine surgical pathology tech- creasingly higher level of stress), an upper
level of stress is reached.niques. The formalin-fixed tissue was placed

in an automatic tissue processing machine to To summarize the observations, we have
found elastic (that is, essentially reversible)dehydrate the tissue and replace cellular water

with paraffin. The wax-embedded tissue was behavior up to rather small strains, on the or-
der of 0.005, and a sawtooth pattern of stresscut into sections 5 mm thick with a microtome

and then mounted on glass slides. The tissue thereafter featuring a series of sudden stress
drops followed by a linear return to a roughlywas stained using hematoxylin and eosin

stains which differentiate cell nuclei from cy- constant upper level of stress. The stress drops
are on the order of one-third to one-half oftoplasm for viewing by light microscopy.
the upper level of stress. The linear returns to

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the upper stress level occur with a slope that
is close to the initial slope. At any point theA representative stress–strain curve for
stress can be reduced to zero, leaving a perma-liver tissue under compression is presented in
nent strain; reloading causes the unloading s–Fig. 3. The ram moves steadily (and hence the
e curve to be retraced back up to the upperstrain increases steadily) from the beginning
level of stress at which point the stress dropto the end of the test. Following a roughly

linear regime, the stress suddenly drops. Since phenomenon reappears. Final failure, which
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FIG. 6. Low-power magnification of transverse cross-sections of a tissue sample which was loaded beyond
its yield strength. The tissue sample was unloaded prior to a complete failure, i.e., the tissue sample kept
its cylindrical shape after unloading in the frozen state. The cracks (C) appear to have no preferred
orientation. Some of the cracks are easily observed in low-power magnification views as presented here
and in Fig. 7, while others demand higher magnification (Figs. 8–10). S, the outer surface cylindrical
sample; V, a blood vessel. The cracks and the blood vessels can be more readily distinguished at higher
magnifications, such as in Fig. 10.

generally reduces the specimen to rubble, oc- We now turn to the histological observa-
tions. Figures 4 and 5 present control samplescurs at strains on the order of 10 times that at

which the first stress drop appears. which were frozen and shaped into a cylindri-
cal shape in the frozen state, but were notIt is well known that the mechanical re-

sponse of solid materials can be strain-rate loaded (points 2 and 3 along the freezing–
loading procedures described above, respec-dependent. Experimental data with regard to

the dependence of water ice on strain rate are tively). From Figs. 4 and 5 it can be seen that
no significant damage was caused to the grossavailable for relatively high temperatures,

close to the freezing temperature. For pure structure of the liver tissue due to either cool-
ing to 020 or 01967C. It can further be seenwater ice, both the strength and the yield strain

increase with strain rate, and decrease with that the damage caused to the outer surface of
the frozen cylindrical sample (S) due to thetemperature (4). For sea water ice, the depen-

dence on the strain rate is more complicated cutting in the frozen state is minimal. This
damaged tissue layer was found to have anand is related to the solution concentration as

well (19); note that sea water ice may better average thickness of 0.1 to 0.2 mm. No cracks
associated with mechanical stresses were ob-resemble frozen biological tissues. However,

the strain rate effect at 01967C, when the fro- served in the control sample. The control tis-
sue frozen to 0207C has a ragged surface pro-zen tissue is expected to behave like a brittle

material (14), is likely to be rather weak. The duced by shearing of the frozen tissue re-
sulting in artifactual changes consisting ofstrain–rate of 1004 s01, which was used in this

study, is very standard for mechanical testing stretching and fragmentation of cells, as well
as minute chunks of tissue that have been tornof solid materials at low strain rates.
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401DAMAGE ACCUMULATION IN FROZEN RABBIT LIVER

FIG. 7. Low-power magnification of a longitudinal cross-section of a tissue sample which was loaded
beyond its yield strength. B, the bases of the cylindrical sample; C, cracks; R, a part of the tissue sample
which turned into rubble; S, the outer surface of the cylindrical sample.

away. The artifacts are seen only on the cut cylindrical sample; i.e., the tissue samples
kept their cylindrical shape after unloading insurface; the base (B) ends do not show these

changes. the frozen state. However, some of the tissue
samples changed into rubble after thawing asNo histological changes were observed in

tissue samples that were loaded within the designated by R in Fig. 7.
Figures 8 and 9 show a longitudinal cross-elastic regime, that is below the yield strength:

the stress at which the first stress drops appear. section at high power magnification. The ap-
plied load acts in the direction of the arrow FTherefore, discussion of tissue damage fo-

cuses on the plastic regime, that is points 5 in Fig. 8. Note that there is no obvious pre-
ferred crack orientation relative to the appliedand 6 along the freezing–loading procedure

described above. Figures 6 and 7 present load. For comparison, during the compressive
loading of more extensively studied brittlecross-sections in the transverse and longitudi-

nal directions, respectively, of samples that materials such as ice or rocks, cracking tends
to initiate on planes that are oriented atwere loaded beyond the yield strength of the

frozen tissue. As can be seen from both fig- roughly 45 degrees from the compression
axis; the faces of cracks lying along suchures, the cracks (C) do indeed form and have

no preferred orientation. Some of the cracks planes experience sliding relative to each
other. The limited observations of crackingare easily observed in low power magnifica-

tion views such as in Figs. 6 and 7, while in frozen tissue presented here, with cracks
neither parallel nor perpendicular to the load-others demand higher magnification. Both tis-

sue samples presented in Figs. 6 and 7 were ing direction, are not inconsistent with the
cracking pattens in other brittle materials.unloaded prior to a complete failure of the
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402 RABIN ET AL.

FIG. 8. High-power magnification of the top right portion of the tissue sample presented in Fig. 7. The
applied load acted in the direction of the arrows F. V, a blood vessel.

In general, whether the loading is tensile or another, which are not seen in frozen tissue
that has not been stressed; by contrast, irregu-compressive, cracks or damage in materials

tend to initiate in regions of inhomogeneity: lar tears may be seen due to handling of the
tissue prior to embedding in wax. Note in Fig.in such regions, the stresses tend to be higher.

An example of this can be seen in Fig. 10, 9 that cells along the crack have sharp edges
without pieces being torn away. The largedepicting a crack which has formed in the

vicinity of blood vessels, which represent a empty spaces between cells along the cracks
indicate cell rupture and a loss of the cells’substantial irregularity in the frozen medium.

Such irregularities can play a quite different capability of retaining the intracellular content
after the formation of the adjunct crack androle as well. Say a crack has formed already

and is propagating. Generally, if the material the subsequent thawing. Other cells in these
areas appear degenerated with darkening ofis homogeneous ahead of the crack, then prop-

agation will continue unabated. However, if both cytoplasm and nuclei. Cells lining the
crack are fractured. The cracks often tend tothe crack encounters a different material or

an irregularity, then crack propagation can be connect large blood vessels as seen in Fig. 10.
halted or diverted. Thus, the same irregularit-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSies in the frozen medium which are the source
of crack initiation, such as blood vessels and The second phase of a pilot study dealing

with the mechanical response of frozen bio-bile ducts in the liver, may also limit crack
propagation. Indeed, the highly heterogeneous logical tissues to external compressive load is

presented. This stage deals with histologicalstructure of tissues may be critical in permit-
ting the substantial degree of cracking that observations of the damage accompanying

mechanically induced permanent deforma-occurs prior to final failure.
Close inspection of the cracks shows that tions in frozen rabbit liver. The main concept

behind this study is that the mechanical loadthey create sharp angles with respect to one
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FIG. 9. High-power magnification of the top left portion of the tissue sample presented in Fig. 7. The
large empty spaces between cells along the cracks indicate cell rupture and a loss of the cells’ integrity
and retention of the intracellular solution after the formation of the adjunct crack and the subsequent
thawing. Cells lining the crack are fractured.

due to the constrained contraction of the fro- tissue samples which had experienced perma-
nent (plastic) deformations, and tissue sam-zen tissue, i.e., due to temperature variations

within the frozen region, can be simulated by ples which had experienced complete failure.
No significant gross histological damagean external mechanical load which is applied

directly to the frozen tissue, which is held at has been observed in the thawed liver samples
due to either processing the tissue in the frozena uniform temperature. The rationale for this

concept is well established in the study of de- state, due to slow cooling of the liver tissues
down to 0207C or due to rapid cooling of theformable bodies: the deformations associated

with stresses are not dependent on the origin samples down to 01967C. The region affected
by processing the tissue samples in the frozenof the stress.

The following freezing–loading protocol state had an average thickness of 0.1 to 0.2
mm. No cracks associated with mechanicalwas applied in the present study: liver tissues

of rabbit were extracted immediately after sac- stress have been observed in the tissue sam-
ples which were not loaded by an externalrificing the animal; the tissues were frozen to

0207C; the tissues were shaped into cylinder load. No histological changes were observed
in tissue samples that were loaded within thesamples in the frozen state; the tissue samples

were immersed in liquid nitrogen; and finally, elastic regime, that is, below the yield strength
of the material. Therefore, one may concludethe samples were loaded in a constant strain

rate up to a final failure. Tissue samples were that histological changes due to mechanical
stresses are associated with plastic (perma-taken for histological observation from each

stage of the above freezing–loading protocol, nent) deformations. Furthermore, one may
conclude that the thermal stresses developedincluding tissue samples which had experi-

enced elastic recoverable deformations only, during the cooling stages of the above freez-
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FIG. 10. Crack (C) which has formed in the vicinity of a major blood vessel (MV), which represents a
substantial irregularity in the frozen medium. Cracks or damage in materials tend to initiate in regions of
inhomogeneity where the stresses tend to be higher. Such irregularities may also arrest propagating crack.
Cracks and blood vessels can be easily distinguished in this high magnification view: the crack surfaces
consist of fractured cells, while the blood vessels walls are smooth and darker.

ing–loading protocol did not reach the yield retention of the intracellular solution after the
formation of the adjunct crack.strength of the frozen tissue.

Histological observations indicate that lin-
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